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INTRODUCTION

THE SHADE EXPERTS USA specialize in the design and fabrication of commercial 
grade umbrellas made with the highest grade materials. Our hand forged 
galvanized zinc plated steel structures, industrial grade aluminum spokes and 
galvanized zinc plated central steel hubs are powder coated with an epoxy resin 
and finished with a charcoal finish of anthracite color. This treatment gives 
excellent protection against atmospheric agents like salt; a process that renders 
them impervious to rust. Other finishing touches include, stainless steel cranks 
and hardware, wind vents in the canopy for air passage and high wind stabilizer 
bars to allow for more stability in heavier winds. The entire structure of our 
heavy-duty umbrellas are comprised of interchangeable parts, providing extreme 
durability. 

Our shade collection is handcrafted in Europe by artisans who put detail into 
every design. Our canvases are made from a 100% Marine Grade solution-dyed 
acrylic Fabric. Each individual fiber is color saturated from the inside out for a 
rich, fade resistant color and because the fabric is woven for breathability; it 
doesn't trap heat and moisture thus eliminating mildew. It’s also water resistant 
and is treated with a fluorocarbon finish for water repellency. 
Furthermore, it’s stain resistant and easy to clean. In addition to its longevity and 
durability; this fabric also provides protection from the sun with a 95% UV rating 
and carry’s the Skin Cancer Foundation's Seal. 

Powder coatings are available in White, Brown, Black, Anthracite and Aluminum 
Grey or custom colors as stated by you in a special order. Iroko wood is also 
available for the post. All of our shades can be made in the fabric and structure 
color of your choice. We offer four base options: Above Ground, In Ground, 
Surface Mount and Wall Mount. Additional optional items we provide are LED 
Lighting, Infrared Heaters, Side Curtains, Rain Gutters and Logos. 



LIBERTY SINGLE OFFSET
The Liberty Single Outdoor Offset Umbrella is our medium size                  
cantilever with a lateral pole that brings together operating comfort                     
and technology by eliminating the central pole thus opening up a                                 
wider shade space. 360-degree rotation capability allows Liberty to               
navigate with continuous motion of the canopy to cover large spaces                
whilst following the sun throughout the day. Versatility, reliability and                   
ease of handling place Liberty as the ideal solution for restaurant and                        
hotel patios or any professional environment that needs expansive coverage.

*Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change      Raised Wind Valve         Low Winch              360 º Rotation         Waterproof Cover 

Velcro                     Rain Gutter                Split Solution               High Winch      

STANDARD FEATURES 

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 8’2” x 8´2”

➢ 9´ x 9´

➢ 9´10” x 9´10”

➢ 11´6” x 11´6”

➢ 13´1” x 13´1”

➢ 6´7” x 9´10”

➢ 8´2” x 9´10”

➢ 9´10” x 13´1”

➢  8´2”

➢  8´10”

➢  9´10”

➢  11´6”

➢  13´

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/single-offset-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/single-offset-umbrellas/


LIBERTY ELITE SINGLE
The choice model from our Liberty Collection. Contemporary, stylish 
and versatile coupled with its elegant design make this cantilever 
umbrella able to suit any environment with a minimal footprint while 
providing shade all day long. The round post and arm can be made 
from either galvanized or mirror polished stainless-steel with an
aluminum frame comprised of interchangeable ribs. Due to its solid 
construction and high wind resistance this shade can be fitted with a 
customized wall anchor instead of a base for maximum use of space.

Its clean lines and 360° rotating configuration make The Liberty Elite 
first in its class

*Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change           Raised Wind Valve          Low Winch                360 º  Rotation           Waterproof Cover 

Velcro                      Rain Gutter                  Split Solution                  High Winch      

STANDARD FEATURES 

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 8’2” x 8´2”

➢ 9´ x 9´

➢ 9´10” x 9´10”

➢ 11´6” x 11´6”

➢ 13´1” x 13´1”

➢ 6´7” x 9´10”

➢ 8´2” x 9´10”

➢ 9´10” x 13´1”

➢  8´2”

➢  8´10”

➢  9´10”

➢  11´6”

➢  13´

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/single-offset-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/single-offset-umbrellas/


LIBERTY LX SINGLE
The Liberty LX Single Offset Umbrella boasts an impressive 
5.5”x5.5” robust structure allowing the support necessary for larger 
canopies with diameters of up to 16’x16’ providing an abundance of 
shade. This colossal construction stands firm in the wind, with an 
option of rotating 360°. 

Liberty LX is designed for use with patios of any size. Thanks to its side 
pole, the entire space below the umbrella is clear.

* Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change      Raised Wind Valve          Low Winch             Waterproof Cover 

Velcro                    Rain Gutter                Split Solution              High Winch                360º Rotation

Click here 
for more

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 14’ x 14´

➢ 15´x 15´

➢ 16´5” x 16´5”

➢ 13´x 16´5” ➢  14´

➢  15´

➢  16´5”

STANDARD FEATURES 

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/single-offset-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/single-offset-umbrellas/


The Freedom Double Offset Umbrella offers two inward leaning      
canopies joining together on one lateral side pole making it the ideal 
solution for long narrow spaces giving you twice as much shade with         
a single post. Freedom Double creates a large rectangular shadow that 
can cover up to an impressive 16’x32’. Not only is this shade easy to 
operate, it is also powerful and stylish. The perfect choice for a durable 
umbrella that covers ample space as efficiently as possible.

*Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change      Raised Wind Valve          Low Winch           Waterproof Cover

Velcro                     Rain Gutter               Split Solution             High Winch        

FREEDOM DOUBLE

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 8’ x 16´

➢ 9´10” x 19´8”

➢ 11´6” x 23”

➢ 13´1” x 26´3”

➢ 14´9” x 29´6”

➢ 6´6” x 20´

➢ 8´2” x 20´

➢ 10´ x 23´

➢ 13´1” x 19´8”

➢ 10´ x 26´3”

STANDARD FEATURES 

Click here 
for more

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/double-offset-patio-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/double-offset-patio-umbrellas/


Our Double Freedom Central Post Umbrella is the ideal solution for 
large outdoor areas and has everything your business might need: 
state of the art technology, the finest materials and a modern design. 
The two canopies are set against one another and joined on a central 
pole, which leaves the surrounding area free for easy access. 

This symmetrical double canopy umbrella provides extensive shade 
footprint, providing comfort and elegance.

*Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change      Raised Wind Valve          Low Winch           Waterproof Cover

Velcro                      Rain Gutter               Split Solution             High Winch         180 Rotation

FREEDOM DOUBLE 
CENTER POST   

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 8’ x 16´

➢ 9´10” x 19´8”

➢ 11´6” x 23”

➢ 13´1” x 26´3”

➢ 14´9” x 29´6”

➢ 6´6” x 20´

➢ 8´2” x 20´

➢ 10´ x 23´

➢ 13´1” x 19´8”

➢ 10´ x 26´3”

STANDARD FEATURES 

Click here 
for more

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/double-offset-patio-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/double-offset-patio-umbrellas/


Freedom Elite is the leader from our Freedom collection and 

represents the advancement of our double umbrella series. The

two umbrella canopies can be rotated up to 180 degrees when 

opened allowing you to follow the shade all day long as well as close 

them out of the way from your seating area. The entire structure is

characterized by and innovative robust 5.5”x5.5” thick galvanized steel 

frame and finished in the powder coating color of your choice.

*Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change      Raised Wind Valve          Low Winch           Waterproof Cover

Velcro                      Rain Gutter               Split Solution             High Winch         180º Rotation

FREEDOM DOUBLE ELITE

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 8’ x 16´

➢ 9´10” x 19´8”

➢ 11´6” x 23”

➢ 13´1” x 26´3”

➢ 6´6” x 20´

➢ 8´2” x 20´

➢ 10´ x 23´

➢ 13´1” x 19´8”

➢ 10´ x 26´3”

STANDARD FEATURES 

Click here 
for more

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/double-offset-patio-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/double-offset-patio-umbrellas/


AMERICAN QUAD
The American Quad is our largest heavy-duty umbrella; an         
advancement in our multiple canopy line. Deservedly the most          
distinctive industrial grade center post umbrella with cantilever arms 
offered in the marketplace. 

This shade is made up of four canopies joined on one central pole and is 
impressive due to its dimensions and solid stable construction. This giant 
umbrella is a true feat in engineering and cannot be overlooked. This 
unique special class umbrella with its imposing appearance and 
sophisticated finishes makes the American Quad a complete solution for 
the largest of spaces. If you need protection from sun and rain on large 
square or rectangle areas, the American Quad is the model for you.

*Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change   Raised Wind Valve     Low Winch      Waterproof Cover

Velcro                Rain Gutter          Split Solution          High Winch

Click here 
for more

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 16´5” x 16´5”

➢ 18´ x 18´

➢ 19´8” x 19´8”

➢ 21´ x 21´
➢ 23´ x 23´
➢ 26´3” x 26´3”

➢ 16´5” x 19´8”

➢ 19´8” x 26´3”

➢ 23´3” x 26´3”

STANDARD FEATURES 

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/the-american-quad-offset-umbrella/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/the-american-quad-offset-umbrella/


TELESCOPIC
The Commercial Telescopic Center Post Umbrella is one of the                  
most important umbrellas in our collection. A timeless elegant               
natural beauty that is not only large but both reliable and classic in            
its design. Our telescope expansion mechanism is constructed entirely 
from commercial grade aluminum, and as a result of this design, it is 
robust making it wind proof, whilst also being stylish.                                 

With enhanced features such as twelve reinforced aluminum ribs, 
patented opening system, stainless-steel bolts anchoring ribs to the 
“sliding crown” and a  5” steel telescopic pole, supporting a range of sizes 
up to 26’ making it an essential umbrella that will stand the test of time.

* Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change    Raised Wind Roof    Double Pulley   Waterproof Cover     Telescopic 

Velcro                 Rain Gutter              Split Solution

Click here 
for more

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 14´ x 14´

➢ 15´ x 15´

➢ 16´5” x 16´6”

➢ 18´ x 18´

➢ 20´ x 20´

➢ 23´ x 23´

➢ 13´ x 16´

➢ 15´ x 18´

➢ 16´6” x 20´

➢ 18´ x 23´

➢ 20´ x 26´

➢  18´

➢  20´

➢  23´

➢  26´

STANDARD FEATURES 

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/commercial-telescopic-umbrellas/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/commercial-telescopic-umbrellas/


BAHAMA CENTERPOST

Click here 
for more

The Bahama Center Post umbrella is our classic traditional design.             

Boasting a unique combination of durability and functionality make the 

Bahama a symbol of simple pleasure unsurpassed in the industry. Along            

with its double pulley system and marine grade surgical steel have made the 

Bahama the go to umbrella for decades.

*2-unit minimum order                                                                *Custom sizes available upon request

Easy Rib Change      Raised Wind Roof          Double Pulley        Waterproof Cover

Velcro                    Rain Gutter               Split Solution              

SHAPES & SIZES

➢ 8’2” x 8´2”

➢ 9´ x 9´

➢ 9´10” x 9´10”

➢ 11´6” x 11´6”

➢ 13´1” x 13´1”

➢6´7” x 9´10”

➢ 8´2” x 9´10”

➢ 10´ x 13´

➢  8´2”

➢  8´10”

➢  9´10”

➢  11´6”

➢  13´1”

STANDARD FEATURES 

OPTIONAL FEATURES

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/bahama-center-post/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/bahama-center-post/


FABRIC  & COLORS
Our canvases are made from 100% Marine Grade 
solution-dyed acrylic fabrics available in more than 
100 colors and boasts a 10 year limited warranty. 
Each individual fiber is color saturated from the 
inside out for a rich, fade resistant color and 
because the fabric is woven for breathability; it 
doesn’t trap heat and moisture thus eliminating 
mildew. It’s also water resistant and is treated with 
a fluorocarbon finish for water repellency. 
Furthermore, it’s stain resistant and easy to clean. 
In addition to its longevity and durability; this fabric 
also provides protection from the sun with a 95% 
UV rating and carry’s the Skin Cancer Foundation’s 
Seal.

100% MARINE GRADE FABRIC

Soltis Horizon 86
Soltis Horizon 86 is an architectural textile by Serge Ferrari. This fabric offers unrivalled outward visibility and 
a level of natural light transmission, this fabric is highly efficient by blocking up to 93% of the heat in outdoor 
use.  Perfect for enclosures and side curtains to allow keep a beautiful view in sight. 

Soltis 502 Proof is an architectural PVC textile by Serge Ferrari. This is a highly durable, dimensionally stable material with 
a 10-year warranty. This waterproof material protects against bad weather and UV and offers exceptional dirt and mold 
resistance due to its PVDF surface treatment. With a range of 40 colors that have been especially created with industrial 
and architectural applications in mind. New formulations ensure high- performance thermal protection making this fabric 
fire resistant and waterproof. These textiles are manufactured under equal tension throughout the manufacturing cycle. 
This results in exceptional dimensional stability, perfect tensioning and finish, long lasting mechanical resistance, 
substantially extended lifespan and exceptional flexibility that ensures architectural freedom and ease of fitting. 

PVC textile does carry an additional surcharge so ask our experts for a quote.

PVC FABRIC

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/fabrics-colors/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/fabrics-colors/


STRUCTURE COLORS

Our steel and aluminum structures are treated in a fire epoxy 
coated powder coat. 

Available colors are:

• White Aluminum

• Signal Black

• Chocolate Brown

• Pure white

• Anthracite Grey

• Iroko Hardwood

Custom colors & stainless steel are available upon request.

Click here 
for more

RAL 8017
Chocolate Brown

RAL 9004
Signal Black

RAL 7016
Anthracite Grey

RAL 9010
Pure White 

RAL 9006
White 

Aluminum

Iroko Wood 

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/fabrics-colors/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/fabrics-colors/


Our umbrella collection offers four base options:

*In-Ground Base requires a concrete footer to be poured into the ground and the umbrella will attach to the base.

*Surface Mount Base attaches to a reinforced concrete foundation using anchor bolts

*Above Ground Base is a movable base requires paving stones used for counterweight to anchor the umbrella. Each umbrella 
model and size will require a different amount of weight. Base covers for above ground base available in aluminum and wood. 
These also have seat cushions  as optional extras. 

*Wall Mount attachment to concrete available on Liberty Elite and Freedom Elite models.

ANCHORING BASE

Single In-Ground & Surface Mount Freestanding Base Multi Canopy Surface Mount Wall Mount  



WALL MOUNT

The Liberty Elite & Freedom Elite Umbrellas can be wall mounted. The entire structure is made of thick galvanized steel and 
painted in the selected color of your choice. The wall mount is mostly requested for terraces and platforms, where the 
traditional concrete base would limit the useful ground space.

The finely polished AISI 316 Stainless Steel version of our umbrellas are suitable for most exclusive modern environments and
luxury yachts.

The wall mount is mostly requested for terraces and platforms, where the traditional concrete base would limit the useful 
ground space.



ABOVE GROUND 
BASE

Base covers available in aluminum and Iroko wood, designed to 
enhance the look and make a functional space for your business.

We also have cushions that can be matched to the color of your 
umbrella. 

Iroko Wood Base Cover and High Table 

Aluminum Base Cover & Cushions

Wood Base Cover and Cushions 



Our patented Multi Vent Canopy is an anti-wind system with six overlapping fabric strips. This solution puts an end to the “sail effect” 
caused by the wind blowing against the canopy permitting the air to move through uninterrupted. This refined design offers unequaled 
stability when opposing wind thrust. It’s state of the art configuration keeps the umbrella incredibly stable in strong winds while 
allowing the air to be directed through the canopy allowing for a more aerated cover; keeping your area cooler. This technique does not, 
in any way, compromise the waterproofing characteristics of the umbrella. 

Each layer of fabric can have its own color making it versatile to match any outdoor setting. Your canopy can be multi color or 
monochrome as you desire. The sophisticated design gives a refined look exclusive to our umbrella collection and enhances their primary 
function as the essential accessory for outdoor spaces of great importance

PATENTED MULTI VENT CANOPY 



RAIN GUTTERS

Rain Gutters made of 100% Marine Grade Acrylic fabric or PVC 
material easily connect multiple umbrellas together forming 
one large shade system designed to decline on one end to 
ensure proper drainage. These gutters attach and detach with 
ease to the umbrella using a thick strip of Velcro.

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/side-curtains-rain-gutters/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/side-curtains-rain-gutters/


SIDE CURTAINS
Side curtains are lateral panels made of 100% Marine Grade 
clear PVC vinyl material added to the umbrellas to create an 
outdoor room, a weather protected area free from rain and wind. 

These curtains connect to one another using industrial grade 
Velcro converting your umbrella into a pavilion in no time at all. 
Available with doors and windows in a roll up and down style that 
can easily be installed and removed allowing you to make a room 
on demand. 

Side curtains are also available in 14% open mesh which offers a 
perfect balance between design, transparency and thermal 
comfort. This micro-perforated screen blocks heat and sun while 
maintaining air flow and natural light.

Also available in full IRON FRAMES with clear PVC that can slide 
and/ or fold open and closed and operated with a hand crank or 
remote control. 

Our patio enclosure systems are a sure to keep your customers 
comfortable outdoors making certain they will have a great dining 
experience and ensuring your tables are full rain or shine. 

Click here
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/bases/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/side-curtains-rain-gutters/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/bases/


CUSTOM BRANDING

We will perfectly match your brand colors using the highest quality dyes 
and techniques that will ensure a long lasting logo for years to come, 
even performing under the harshest conditions. 

Placement available on the top, valance or on a lateral shade panel.

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/logos/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/logos/


LED LIGHTING
Our integrated LED strip lighting option is maintenance-free and 
provides a pleasant atmosphere for your guests. Specifically designed 
for umbrella lighting and use in the outdoors; making these the ideal 
choice for illuminating your space. The whole system comes fully 
installed; protected and hidden from sight inside of the umbrella 
frame. Equipped with a remote control the lights can be dimmed and 
turned on and off. Available in warm white (2700-3000k)

1. Long Life – LED Lighting Features Long Operational Life Time Expectations

Outstanding operational life time expectation of up to 50,000 hours.

2.Energy Efficiency – LED Lighting Features A Much Better Energy Efficiency

Today’s most efficient way of illumination and lighting, with an estimated 
energy efficiency of 80%-90% when compared to traditional lighting and 
conventional light bulbs.

3. Ecologically Friendly – LED Lighting Is Much More Eco-Friendly

LED lights are free of toxic chemicals. Most conventional fluorescent lighting 
bulbs contain a multitude of materials like e.g. mercury that are dangerous for 
the environment.

4. Durable Quality – LED Illumination Can Withstand Rough Conditions

LEDs are extremely durable and built with sturdy components that are highly 
rugged and can withstand even the harshest conditions.

5. Low-Voltage – LED Lighting Can Run on Low-Voltage Power Supply

A low-voltage power supply is sufficient for LED illumination. This makes it easy 
to use LED lighting in outdoor settings.

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/lighting/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/lighting/


HEATING
The Shade Experts offers infrared heating technology with a 
patented quartz lamp giving a warm color of light and high 
instant heat from switch-on. Safe, silent and beautifully 
functional. Designed to get heat to any area fast, efficiently 
and economically. Make the most of your patio, terrace or 
deck-the perfect versatile heat source.

Our heaters come equipped with the patented foldable 
bracket. This arm easily attaches to the spokes underneath the 
umbrella. With a simple lift and twist action the heater can be 
lowered to the center pole enabling the umbrella to be closed 
without the need to remove the heaters first.

Click here 
for more

https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/heating/
https://theshadeexpertsusa.com/heating/


The Shade Experts USA

USA Office: 12161 Mercado Dr #245

Venice, FL 34293

Office: 561 422 3200

Email: info@theshadeexpertsUSA.com

www.theShadeexpertsusa.com

CONTACT US
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